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We introduce the notion of a minimal extension of t-groups. Linear independence
of the coordinates of the logarithm of an algebraic point in a minimal extension of
t-groups follows naturally from linear independence of the coordinates of the image
in the tangent space of the base t-group. We illustrate this principle through a
leisurely parade of examples. In particular, we establish a general theorem about
divided derivatives for t-modules. Minimal extensions turn out to correspond to
Frattini covers for t-groups.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Minimal Extensions of t-Groups
Let Q denote either the rational numbers or a rational function field
Fq(t) with finite field of constants Fq . Let C denote an algebraically closed
complete field containing the algebraic closure Q of Q. Let G be a con-
nected commutative algebraic group defined over Q . We say that G is a
group for transcendence, or t-group for short, if Q=Q or, in case
char Q= p>0, G=(8, Gda) is a uniformizable t-module defined over Q . In
particular in the latter case, we have an action 8: Fq[t]  EndFq(G
d
a) (see
[1, Sect. 1] for more details). (We do not insist that sub-t-groups be con-
nected; they are algebraic subgroups, which are closed under the t-action
in positive characteristic.)
As is well known, cf. [12, 16, 17], this represents a fruitful setting for
transcendence questions because then we have a Lie correspondence
between certain vector spaces defined over Q in Lie(G) and the connected
sub-t-groups of G. This correspondence involves an exponential function
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expG carrying the points of Lie(G), the tangent space at the identity
element of G, to the C-rational points of G:
expG : Lie(G)  G(C).
In the function field case, G=(8, Gda), we have additionally that
8(t) b expG=expG b d8(t), (1)
where d8(t)=tId+N, with Id the d_d identity matrix and N a nilpotent
matrix, and where expG is normalized so that  expG(z)=z, when  expG
denotes the linear terms in expG .
Let ? be a surjective morphism of t-groups
E w? G  0; (2)
in particular, we require that ? be also defined over Q . We say that E is
a minimal extension of G if no proper sub-t-group of E maps onto G under
the map ?. As we shall see below in Section 3.1, this is an avatar of a
Frattini cover for t-groups.
1.2. Basic Principle
We say that a point w # Lie(E) is a logarithm of an algebraic point of E
if expE(w) # E(Q ). In the function field case, we say that the coordinates of
w # Lie(E) are Q [d8(t)]-linearly independent if there is no non-trivial
Q -linear relation which is satisfied simultaneously by the coordinates of all
points d8(ti) w # Lie(E), i=0, 1, 2, ... .
Our main purpose in writing this note is to point out the utility of the
following simple principle:
Theorem 1. Let w # Lie(E) be the logarithm of an algebraic point of the
t-group E and let E be a minimal extension of the t-group G via ?: E  G.
v If Q=Q, then the coordinates of w are Q -linearly independent if and
only if the same is true for the coordinates of d?(w) # Lie(G).
v If Q=Fq(t), E=(8, Gda), and G=(9, G
e
a), then the coordinates of
w are Q [d8(t)]-linearly independent if and only if the coordinates of
d?(w) # Lie(G) are Q [d9(t)]-linearly independent.
Note. When the action of d8(t) is scalar on Lie(G), then Q [d,(t)]-
linear dependency coincides with Q -linear dependency. That is often the
case in examples, e.g., [5].
Proof. Since ? is defined over Q , so is d?. Since ? is surjective, d?
has full rank. Therefore in the first case, if the coordinates of d?(w) are
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Q -linearly dependent, so are those of w. Similarly for Q [d8(t)]-linear
dependence in the function field case, as
d? b d8(ti)=d9(t i) b d?.
Conversely, if Q=Q and the coordinates of w are Q -linearly dependent,
then by the fundamental result of G. Wu stholz [16], there is a proper
algebraic subgroup H of E for which w # Lie(H). Similarly in the function
field case, by the result of J. Yu [17], there is a proper sub-t-module H of
E with w # Lie(H).
In both cases, by minimality, ?(H) is a proper sub-t-group of G. Since
d?(w) # Lie(?(H)) / Lie(G), the Q -linear equations defining Lie(?(H)) give
relations on the coordinates of ?(w) (and all d8(ti) w in the function field
case). K
This criterion then reduces the question of linear independence in mini-
mal extensions to the question of linear independence in a simpler setting,
as we illustrate below with several examples, one of which is already in the
literature. All of them would be accessible to current techniques, but our
approach here provides a simplifying and unifying theme. Moreover, we
refer the reader to another application [5] which has arisen since this note
was first drafted.
1.3. An Application
We isolate a particular application to t-modules which involves divided
derivatives. The i th divided derivative of tn is ( ni ) t
n&i, i=0, 1, ... . The
family of divided derivatives on Fq(t) extend uniquely to R sep :=Fq((1t))sep.
We let :[i] denote the i th divided derivative of : # R sep. Then this family
satisfies the product formula
(:;)[i]= :
j+k=i
:[ j];[k], (3)
which in turn (cf. Lemma 1(a), [3]) implies that
(:q)[i]={(:
[iq])q
0
if q | i
otherwise.
(4)
This fact can also be deduced directly from the observation that divided
derivatives are hyperderivatives. More explicitly, families of mappings
satisfying the product formula of (3) are equivalent to ring homomor-
phisms into power series rings in a new variable in which the notation :[i]
indicates the coefficient (in the image of :) of the i th power of the variable.
See [13]. In the following result, if u=(u1 , ..., ud) # (Q sep)d, then we set
u[ j] :=(u[ j]1 , ..., u
[ j]
d ).
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Theorem 2. Let M=(8, Gda) be a t-module defined over Q
sep for which
d8(t)=tId . If 1 and the coordinates of u # (R sep)d are linearly independent
over Q with Exp8(u) # (Q sep)d, then 1 and all the coordinates of u, u[1],
u[2], ... are Q -linearly independent.
Note that this result, whose proof appears in Section 4.1 covers several
previous cases, such as Drinfeld modules (as in [3]), quasi-periodic exten-
sions of Drinfeld modules (as in [4]), products of quasi-periodic extensions
of (non-isogenous) Drinfeld modules, and Sinha’s soliton t-modules, [5].
Thanks. One of the most useful properties of minimal extensions is that
direct products of minimal extensions are themselves minimal extensions.
This will be discussed via Frattini coverings and Frattini subgroups. I am
indebted to the referee for calling my attention to the literature on Frattini
subgroups and Frattini covers and for suggesting the utility of stating the
above linear independence principle explicitly, rather than just giving
examples of it, as had been the case in the first draft. Finally I thank David
Goss for encouraging me to include the remark, following Theorem 3, that
exponential functions of uniformizable t-modules do not always determine
their t-modules uniquely.
2. SOME BASIC MINIMAL EXTENSIONS
The minimal extensions in our applications are built up out of simpler
minimal extensions by two simple processes. So we start by listing the basic
minimal extensions we will use. First we note the minimality of quasi-peri-
odic extensions of Drinfeld modules. Next we record the minimality of the
extension of the shape associated with divided derivatives of quasi-periodic
extensions of t-modules. Finally we record the minimality of non-trivial
extensions of elliptic curves by Gm and Ga .
2.1. Quasi-Periodic Extensions of Drinfeld Modules
We refer to elements of the non-commutative ring C[{] in the q-power
Frobenius map {: x [ xq as twisted polynomials. Recall that, if , is an
A-Drinfeld module, then an A-biderivation $ is a map $: A  C[{]{ such
that, for every a, b # A,
$(ab)=a$(b)+$(a) ,(b).
Every A-biderivation $ determines an extension of the Drinfeld module by
the additive group Ga . A biderivation $ is said to be inner if there is a
twisted polynomial P=c+higher terms # C[{] such that, for every a # A,
$(a)=,(a) P&ca.
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The extensions determined by inner bi-derivations are isogenous to trivial
ones, cf. [2]. The converse is given in a strong form by the following result:
Lemma 1. The quasi-periodic t-module Q=(Gd+1a , 9),
9(t)=\
,(t)
$1(t)
b
$d (t)
0
1
0
0
} } }
...
0
0
0
1+ ,
associated to the Fq[t]-Drinfeld module G=(Ga , ,) and ,-biderivations
$1 , ..., $d which are linearly independent modulo the inner biderivations is a
minimal extension of G.
In fact, this result holds for an arbitrary abelian t-module (8, Gda). See
[5].
Proof. This is proved essentially in the implication (1) O (4) of
Theorem 4.1 of [2]. In the considerations there, it is necessary to make the
notational substitutions
e(z) W z0 , Fi (z) W zi ,
where F1 , ..., Fd are the quasi-periodic functions corresponding to $1 , ..., $d
and consider a minimal equation holding on the coordinates (z0 , z1 , ..., zd)
of elements of H. K
2.2. Extensions of t-Modules Arising from Divided Derivatives
Let Q be a quasi-periodic extension of the Drinfeld module G=(Ga , ,).
In [3, 4, 6], t-modules were considered which arise from the divided
derivatives of Q. The following result extends some technical arguments of
those papers to much more general situations:
Lemma 2. For a t-module M=(8, Gda), define a new t-module E=
(9, G (n+1) da ) by setting
8(t) 0 0 0 } } } 0 0
D1 tId 0 0 } } } 0 0
V D2 tId 0 } } } 09(t) :=\ + ,} } }V V } } } Dn&1 tId 0
V V V } } } V Dn tId
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where the Di denote d_d matrices of twisted polynomials whose terms with
a non-zero coefficient of {0 are precisely the diagonal terms and where Id
denotes the d_d identity matrix. Then E is a minimal extension of M.
Note that the terms to the left of the Di are arbitrary, whereas the super-
diagonal blocks all vanish.
Proof. The proof of our theorem is essentially a generalization of part
of that of Theorem 3.1 of [4], where d=1 and Di=1. So we shall be brief
here. Let y0 :=( y0, 1 , ..., y0, d) denote the coordinates of Gda in M (and thus
the first block of Gda in E) and yi :=( yi, 1 , ..., yi, d) those of the i th ensuing
block of G (n+1) da in E, i=1, ..., n. Order the variables lexicographically:
y0, 1< } } } < y0, d< y i, 1< } } } < y i, d< yi+1, 1< } } }
Then, as ExpE is Fq -linear, any non-zero polynomial which is minimal with
respect to reverse lexicographic term ordering among those polynomials
vanishing on a proper sub-t-module H of E will have the form
R(y0 , ..., yl) :=R0(y0)+R1(y1)+ } } } +Rl(yl)
(cf. Appendix of [4]), with the polynomials Ri (yi) of the form Ri (yi)=
Pi, 1( yi, 1)+ } } } +Pi, d ( yi, d), where the Pi, j are twisted polynomials and
Rl(yl){0. If l=0, then the projection on M is proper and there is nothing
further to show. So we investigate the possibility that l>0.
Then if deg Rl=qs, we see by minimality of degree of R that
tqsR(y0 , ..., yl)&R b 9(t)(y0 , ..., yl)=0. (5)
Thus, in particular,
Rl(yl)=cl, 1 yq
s
l, 1+ } } } +cl, d y
qs
l, d , (6)
with, say, j minimal such that cl, j is non-zero. However, then under the
action of t, we find from (5) that
tqsPl&1, j ( yl&1, j)= :
d
m=1
cl, m{s b $ (l)m, j ( yl&1, j)+Pl&1, j (tyl&1, j), (7)
where Dl=($ (l)m, k). Since, by hypothesis, $
(l)
m, j has a non-zero term involving
{0 exactly when m= j, considering the terms in yl&1, j of degree qs on the
left and the right of this equation shows that cl, j=0. This contradicts our
choice of non-zero coefficient of Rl(yl), so l=0 after all. K
As already mentioned, extensions as in the preceding result occur
naturally when we consider divided derivatives of values of t-modules. We
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now determine the structure of the underlying t-modules in a much more
efficient and general manner than in [4]. If B denotes a vector or matrix
with entries in R sep, then we use the notation B[i] to denote the vector or
matrix whose entries are the i th divided derivatives of those of B.
Theorem 3. Let the t-module M=(8, Gda) be defined over L/R
sep,
where L is closed under taking divided derivatives. That is, 8(t)=dj=0 aj {
j,
aj # Matd_d (L). For s # N, let 8s(t) # Mat(s+1)_(s+1) (Matd_d (R sep[{]))
have d_d entries 8im(t) :=dj=0 a
[i&q jm]
j {
j, 0is, 0ms. Then t [ 8s(t)
induces an Fq -homomorphism 8s : Fq[t] [ EndFq(G
d(s+1)
a ) with the following
properties:
1. Ds :=(8s , Gd(s+1)a ) is a t-module defined over L.
2. The exponential function Exps of Ds has the property that, for every
u # (R sep)d,
Exps(u, u
[1], ..., u[s])=(Exp8(u), (Exp8(u))
[1], ..., (Exp8(u))
[s]).
3. All but the first diagonal d_d block of 8(t) have the form d8(t),
i.e. 8ii (t)=d8(t), i1.
4. Each 8i, i&1(t)=d8(t)[1], i1.
5. Ds is a minimal extension of M.
An explicit expression for the exponential function will be determined
in the course of the proof. Its typical coordinate function is given by the
displayed expression (11) below.
Remark. It is a fundamental fact, see [1, 10], that the functor E [
H1(E) is faithful on uniformizable abelian t-modules. However the same is
not true for general uniformizable t-modules. In fact, a uniformizable
t-module is not always determined by its exponential function, and the above
result gives a wealth of examples. Stripping it down to the barest of bones,
we consider the first derivative of an arbitrary Fq[t]-Drinfeld module ,
defined over R sep and use the notation
t 0 0
9:(t) :=\0 ,(t) 0+ .: 1 t
Setting :=0 gives us a t-module which is nothing more than the direct
product of Ga and the t-module produced by Theorem 3 with s=1. The
new t-module 90(t) has exponential function
Exp(w, z, z1) :=(w, exp,(z), z1+exp[1], (z))
tr.
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However the reader can easily verify that Exp b (d9:(t))=9:(t) b Exp for
every : # C. Thus we have a one-dimensional family of t-modules 9: , all
with the same exponential function. The previous articles [3, 4, 6] made
the choice :=1.
Proof of Theorem 3. We require some notation. Let M=(8, Gda) have
exponential function
Exp8(z)= :
h0
ch z(h),
where ch # Matd_d (R sep) and z(h) is the h th Frobenius twist of z, i.e.
z(h) :=(zqh1 , ..., z
qh
d ). Recall that
8(t)= :
d
j=0
aj{ j,
where aj # Matd_d (C), the action of { j on Cd is { j: z [ z( j), and
d8(t) :=a0 . The recursion (1) for Exp8(z) ensures that, when 8(t) is
defined over L, then all ch # Matd_d (L). So when we take z=u # (R sep)d,
then, as noted in [3], continuity of divided derivatives allow us to form the
ith divided derivative of both sides of the identity (1) to obtain
Exp[i]8 (d8(t) u)+ :
0<riqh
c[i&qhr]h ((d8(t) u)
[r]) (h)
= :
d
j=0
:
wiq jx
m=0
a[i&q jm]j ((Exp8(u))
[m]) ( j), (8)
where the initial sum runs over r and h and, as we have noted, the divided
derivatives of vectors and matrices are defined to be simply the vectors and
matrices of the divided derivatives of the components.
Using this information, for chosen order s, we can define a t-module 8s
by setting
8s(t) :=(8 im(t)),
where i=0, 1, ..., s, and
8im(t) :={
d
j=0 a
[i&q jm]
j {
j,
0
0mwiqdx
wiqdx<ms,
i=0, ..., s. Then, in particular,
8ii (t)={8(t)a0(=d8(t))
i=0
i>0
and 8i, i&1(t)=d8(t)[1]. (9)
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Since d8(t)=tId+N, we see that d8s(t)=tId(s+1)+Ns , with Ns nilpotent.
Thus 8s defines a t-module. This establishes properties 1, 3, 4, and
property 5 follows from Lemma 2. Moreover
d8im(t)=a[i&m]0 .
By the earlier remark that a family of hyperderivatives is tantamount to
a ring homomorphism into a ring of formal power series, we can easily
extend the divided derivatives on (R sep)d to hyperderivatives on (R sep)d z
by mapping each entry zi of z to the power series with coefficients zi , z[1]i ,
z[2]i , ..., where the z
[ j]
i , j>0 are simply (suggestively indexed) new
variables. We use the notation that zs :=(z; z[1]; ...; z[s])tr.
Then with our definition of 8s , we see that, when we use the superscript
notation for divided derivatives of elements from R sep also for our formal
extension to hyperderivatives on R sepz, we have
d8s(t)(zs)=(d8(t) z, (d8(t) z)[1], ..., (d8(t) z)[s])tr. (10)
Now let Exps(zs) :=(Exp8(z), e1(z1), ..., es(zs)), where
ei (z i) :=Exp8(z)+ :
wiqhx
r=1
c[i&qhr]h (z
[r]) (h), i=1, ..., s, (11)
with the sum running over r and h and Exp[i](z) :=h=0 c
[i]
h (z)
(h).
We see that the linear terms of Exps(zs) form zs=(z[i]1 , ..., z
[s]
d )
tr, as
required of an exponential function, and the functional equation follows
from (11), (10), and the analogue of (8) for z rather than for u.
Thus Exps(zs) is indeed the exponential function of 8s .
Property 2 follows from the continuity of hyperderivatives [3,
Lemma 2]. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. K
2.3. Elliptic Curves
We close this section with a remark on extensions of elliptic curves:
Lemma 3. Non-trivial extensions M of an elliptic curve E by Ga and
non-torsion extensions by Gm are minimal.
If the one-dimensional subgroup N of M maps onto E, then N0, the con-
nected component of the origin, must be isogenous to E. In the first case,
the isogeny is an isomorphism and the extension splits; in the second, the
extension is a torsion element in Ext(E, Gm). See [11, 12] for more infor-
mation.
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3. COMBINING MINIMAL EXTENSIONS
The preceding building blocks can now be combined. The following
result is obvious, but useful:
Lemma 4 (Transitivity). If E1 w
?1 G and E2 w
?2 E1 are minimal exten-
sions, then so is E2 www
?1 b ?2 G.
The second result is the analogue of a well-known result for finite and
pro-finite groups:
Proposition 1. A finite direct product of minimal extensions of t-groups
is itself minimal.
The proof of this result is similar to the cases just mentioned, but
involves enough just change that we give it now:
3.1. Frattini Covers and Minimal Extensions
If E is a t-group, we can follow the analogy for abstract groups [8] and
for pro-finite groups [9, Section 20.1] and define the (connected) Frattini
sub-t-group Frat(E) of E as the intersection of all maximal connected
proper sub-t-groups of E:
Frat(E)=M.
As the M are all connected, it is clear from the Lie correspondence that
Frat(E) is itself also a connected sub-t-group of E. (We would have had the
same effect by taking the intersection over all sub-t-groups M not con-
tained properly in any proper sub-t-group of larger dimension.)
As we shall see, elements of the Frattini sub-t-group are thought of as
non-generators in the following sense: A sub-t-group N of a t-group E is
said to consist of non-generators if the only sub-t-group S of E for which
S+N=E is S=E itself.
As E is connected, whether S+N comprises all of E is simply a question
of dimension. Therefore we could just as well have restricted the S to be
connected. (Dimension is preserved under finite unions of translates of an
algebraic set.) For the same reason, N consists of non-generators exactly
when N0 does.
Lemma 5. A sub-t-group N of E consists of non-generators if and only if
N0Frat(E), where N 0 is the connected component of the identity of N.
Proof. Let N consist of non-generators and let M be a proper maximal
connected sub-t-group of E. Then N0(M+N)0. So either (M+N)0=M,
and N0M, or else (M+N)0=E. In the latter case, M+N=E as well. As
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M is a proper sub-t-group, then N would not consist of non-generators,
contrary to our assumption. Thus N0M for all maximal proper sub-t-
groups, and N0Frat(E).
Clearly a sub-t-group of a sub-t-group consisting of non-generators itself
consists of non-generators. So it will be enough to show that Frat(E) con-
sists of non-generators.
Now suppose H to be a connected proper sub-t-group of E such that
Frat(E)+H=E. In particular, H does not contain Frat(E). Let M be a
connected proper sub-t-group of E maximal among those containing H but
not Frat(E). Then
E=Frat(E)+HFrat(E)+ME.
By construction, any connected proper sub-t-group M$ properly containing
M also contains both Frat(E) and H (properly). Consequently EM$, i.e.
E=M$.
This shows that M is itself a maximal connected proper sub-t-group of
E, whence Frat(E)M, in contradiction of our choice of M. Consequently,
there is no such H, i.e. for every connected proper sub-t-group H of E,
H+Frat(E) / E. In other words, Frat(E) consists of non-generators, as
claimed. K
A surjective map ,: E  G of t-groups is said to be a Frattini cover (of
G) if Ker(,)0Frat(E).
The following lemma gives the connection between Frattini covers and
minimal extensions.
Lemma 6. A surjective map ,: E  G of t-groups is a Frattini cover if
and only if E is a minimal extension of G via the projection map ,.
Proof. (O): We see from Lemma 5 that if , is a Frattini cover of G,
then Ker(,) consists of non-generators. In other words, for every proper
sub-t-group H of E, Ker(,)+H / E. Thus , does not map H surjectively
to G.
(o): Let M be a connected proper algebraic sub-t-group of E. Then,
since its image does not cover all of G, M+Ker(,) / E. Since this is true
for all such M, by the remark following the definition of ‘‘consisting of non-
generators,’’ Ker(,) consists of non-generators. So by the preceding lemma.
(Ker ,)0Frat(E). K
Then by a proof modelled on, but simpler than, that of Lemma 20.4 of
[9], we have the following result, which implies Proposition 1:
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Lemma 7. 1. If H is a sub-t-group of E, then Frat(H)Frat(E).
2. If E1 , ..., En are t-groups, then
Frat(E1)_ } } } _Frat(En)=Frat(E1_ } } } _En).
Proof. 1. Let M be a maximal proper connected sub-t-group of E.
If M $3 Frat(H), M+Frat(H)=E, so
H=H & (M+Frat(H))=Frat(H)+(H & M).
According to Lemma 5, Frat(H) consists of non-generators of H, so H=
H & M, i.e. HM. However this contradicts our choice of M, as trivially
Frat(H)H. In other words, every maximal proper connected sub-t-group
of E contains Frat(H), and therefore Frat(H)Frat(E).
2. $: Let Hj be a maximal closed sub-t-group of Ej . Then the sub-
t-group Mj of E :=> Ei given by the direct product of Hj with the Ei ,
i{ j, is a maximal closed sub-t-group of E. Taking intersections of these
sets gives Frat(E1)_ } } } _Frat(En), so it must contain Frat(E).
: Let H be a connected sub-t-group of E. Then by Part 1, we know
that Frat(H)Frat(E). In particular, Frat(E) contains the canonical
images of the Frat(Ei) when we consider E as a direct sum. However these
sub-t-groups generate Frat(E1)_ } } } _Frat(En). So Frat(E) contains this
product. K
4. APPLICATIONS TO DRINFELD MODULES
We present several applications in the Drinfeld case. We begin with the
following:
4.1. Proof of Theorem 2
This is now immediate from Theorems 3 and 1 and Proposition 1 when
we consider the extension Ga_Ds of Ga_E.
4.2. Quasi-Periodic Extensions
Yu [17] and Denis [7] (based on Yu’s earlier treatment of the separable
case) proved the analogue of Baker’s Theorem for arbitrary Drinfeld
modules. We now extend that result by considering various Drinfeld
modules simultaneously and by including values of quasi-periodic func-
tions.
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Proposition 2. Let ei (z) denote the exponential functions of non-
isogenous A-Drinfeld modules Gi=(Ga , ,i) defined over k , where k is the
field of quotients from Fq[t], i=1, ..., I.
For each i, let ui, 1 , ..., ui, Ji be linearly independent over the full ring of
multiplications of ei (z) and with each ei (u i, j) # k . Moreover for each i, let
Fi, 1(z), ..., Fi, di (z) denote quasi-periodic functions associated to ei (z) via
biderivations which are defined over k and which represent linearly inde-
pendent classes modulo the inner biderivations.
Then the 1+i (1+di) Ji numbers
1; ...; ui, j ; F i, l (u i, j)
are linearly independent over k .
Proof. For each i, let Qi be a quasi-periodic extension associated to Gi
and the , i -biderivations of the hypotheses. Set
Q :=Ga _QJ11 _ } } } _Q
JI
I ,
so that, according to Lemma 1 and Proposition 1, Q is a minimal extension
of
G :=Ga _GJ11 _ } } } _G
JI
I .
Since the t-action on Lie(Q) in this case is simply multiplication by t,
Jing Yu’s Theorem of the Sub-t-module [17, Theorem 1] and his version
[17, Theorem 1.3] of Kolchin’s Theorem show that the point of Lie(G)
with coordinates given by 1 and the uij lie in no proper sub-t-module of G.
Therefore by Theorem 1, since the t-action on Lie(Q) is scalar, the values
of the theorem are k -linearly independent. K
Since the exponential function takes on algebraic values at a period, we
obtain the following special case of the preceding result.
Corollary 1. Let Q be a product of minimal quasi-periodic extensions
of non-isogenous simple Drinfeld Fq[t]-modules E1 , ..., En defined over k . Let
’=(|1 , ..., |n ; ’1, 1 , ..., ’1, r1 ; ...; ’n, 1 , ..., ’n, rn)
be a period of Q involving a non-zero period |i for each Drinfeld module ,i
underlying Q. Then 1 and all the coordinates of ’ are linearly independent
over k .
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If in addition Q is defined over k sep, then the coordinates of
1, ’, ’[1], ’[2], ...
are k -linearly independent.
The first part of this Corollary follows directly from Proposition 2. The
second part then follows from Theorem 2.
If everything takes place over k sep, then in a similar way we can even
admit all divided derivatives of the quantities considered in Proposition 2.
But we choose not to make this explicit. Instead we turn to characteristic
zero.
5. APPLICATIONS TO (PRODUCTS OF) ELLIPTIC CURVES
It seems unwise to attempt to catalogue all applications. Therefore we
content ourselves with listing some illustrative special cases involving
numbers which have occurred in various elliptic situations. We begin by
recording that the results of Section 1 of [14] follow at once.
Corollary 2 (WolfartWu stholz). For non-isogenous elliptic functions
^i (z) defined over Q , let ui1 , ui2 , ..., uini # C be linearly independent over the
ring of multiplications Oi of ^i (z) with ^i (uij) # Q , i=1, ..., n. Furthermore,
let vij :=‘(uij), 1in, 1 jn i . Then the 1+2  ni numbers
1, uij , vij
are Q -linearly independent.
This result follows from the minimality result for extensions of a single
curve given in Lemma 3. When we also allow extensions by the multi-
plicative group, we obtain the following corollary, which generalizes Satz 2
of [15] to several curves at once:
Corollary 3. Let ^1(z), ..., ^n(z) be non-isogenous Weierstrass elliptic
functions with algebraic invariants. For each ^i (z), let |i be a non-zero
period, ’i be the corresponding quasi-period for the quasi-periodic function
‘i (z), and
*i (u) :=|i‘i (u)&’iu.
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Let ui1 , ..., uini # C with each ^i (uij) # Q and with |i , u i1 , ..., uini linearly
independent over the multiplications of the elliptic curve associated to ^i (z),
i=1, ..., n. Then the 1+2n+ ni numbers
1; |i , ’i ; *i (ui1), ..., *i (uini), i=1, ..., n,
are Q -linearly independent.
Proof of Corollary 3. We let G=> Ei , where Ei denotes the elliptic
curve parameterized by (^i (z), ^$1(z), 1). We let Eij denote the following
extensions of Ei :
1. Ei0 is the non-trivial extension by the additive group, with
exponential function sending (zi , ti) to (^i (zi), ^$i (zi), 1, ti+‘ i (zi)),
2. Eij is the non-trivial extension by the multiplicative group, with
exponential function sending (zi , zij) to
\^ i (zi), ^$i (zi), 1, _i (zi&uij)_ i (zi) _(uij) exp(‘i (uij) zi+zij)+ , 1 jni .
Then, by Proposition 1, E=> Eij is a minimal group extension of G.
Now we evaluate the above coordinates of the group’s exponential func-
tion at the point given by: zi=|i N, zij=&*i (uij)N, i=1, ..., n to obtain
an algebraic point of E. If the numbers of the theorem were Q -linearly
dependent, then by Proposition 1 and Kolchin’s Lemma, then so would the
numbers |i , uij be dependent over the ring of multiplications of Ei for some
i, as the curves Ei are non-isogenous. K
We deduce the following generalization of the Corollary occurring in
[15]. Compare with Part 1 on [14]. The main part of Theorem 1 of that
paper establishes the minimality of extensions of simple abelian varieties
corresponding to differentials (properly) of the second kind. The main part
of their proof of Theorem 2 there then corresponds to our Lemma 1 in
their setting.
Corollary 4. Let !1 , ..., !m be non-zero periods of algebraic differen-
tials for non-isogenous elliptic curves E1 , ..., Em with algebraic invariants.
Then 1, !1 , ..., !m are Q -linearly independent.
We hope that this sampling of examples suffices to convince the reader
that the naturally occurring condition of minimality of group extensions
often simplifies considerations for linear independence of values arising out
of extensions of t-groups. Indeed, since the completion of the first drafts of
this note, a new application has arisen in [5].
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